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ABSTRACT

DEBIE2 (Debris-in-orbit-evaluator) was launched in
February 2008 as part of the European Technology Ex-
posure Facility (EuTEF) and installed on the exterior of
Columbus on ISS. DEBIE2 is an active detector, com-
posed by 3 sensor units able to monitor the sub-micron
micro-meteoroid and debris population in space. Each
DEBIE sensor consists of a thin aluminium foil coupled
with 2 wire grids sensitive to the plasma generated by
particles impacting on the foil where also 2 piezoelec-
tric sensors are glued. If the particle penetrates the foil,
this can be detected by a third electron plasma detector
located just behind the foil. The combination of these
information allows to estimate the micro-particles and
debris fluxes. EuTEF and DEBIE2 were retrieved after
18 months in flight and returned to Earth with the Space
Shuttle Mission STS-128. In this paper, the results of
the analysis of in-flight impact data are presented as well
as the comparison with the models. The DEBIE2 sensor
pointing the Zenith direction, was found to have one wire
of the upper grid cut in two pieces by an impact. The
postflight analysis focused on this sensor and included
optical and SEM/EDX scanning. The results from this
inspection will be also presented in this paper.

Key words: space debris; micrometeroids; in-situ mea-
surements.

1. INTRODUCTION

Space debris and meteoroid particles constitute one of
the main hazards caused by the space environment to any
spacecraft orbiting in Earth orbit. There are around 22000
pieces of debris larger than 5 cm orbiting in near-Earth
space that are tracked from the ground with radar or by
optical detectors. In addition there is a much larger num-
ber of items too small to be detected from the ground.
While the risk of collision with a large piece of debris or
a large meteoroid is very small, particles less than one
millimetre in size impacting with velocities as high as 10

km/s for space debris and 20 km/s for meteoroids in size
cause craters visible to the naked eye. Larger particles
can penetrate the outer shielding of a spacecraft and can
damage its internal equipment. As a result of this threat,
designers have to consider the risk of particle impacts and
design dedicated shielding structures. Particle fluxes in
space are also of considerable scientific interest.
Most of what is known about the millimetre and micron
sized orbital population has been gained through the ana-
lysis of spacecraft material and passive detectors returned
from space.
Another possibility is to investigate in-situ the microme-
teroids and debris populations by means of active detec-
tors.
Patria Finavitec together with UniSpace Kent under an
ESA contract have developed the DEBIE (DEBris In-
orbit Evaluator) instrument capable of actively determin-
ing the parameters of sub-millimetre sized space debris
and micrometeoroids in-situ by their impact with a de-
tecting surface. The first of the DEBIE series, DEBIE1,
was launched in 2001 on-board of the ESA Technology
demostration satellite PROBA1 in a 600 km orbit.
A second instrument DEBIE2, was launched as part of
EuTEF (EUropean Technology Exposure Facility) to-
gether with Columbus on STS-122 on 7th February 2008
and deployed during an EVA on 15th February 2008. Eu-
TEF carried a suite of 9 different experiments requiring
the exposure to the space environment and was retrieved
to Earth in September 2009 after about 18 months (see
Fig. 1).

2. THE DEBIE2 SENSOR

In DEBIE2 there are 4 elements: a Data Processing Unit
(DPU) and 3 Sensor Units (SU) that were placed on dif-
ferent sides of EuTEF to detect particle impacts from the
starboard (SU1), the Zenith (SU2) and the RAM (SU4)
directions (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3). The idea is to com-
bine in the sensor unit a basic impact detector measuring
the plasma generated by the impacts, the momentum and
penetration of a thin aluminium foil.
The detection area of each sensor is 10 cm x 10 cm.
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Figure 4. DEBIE2: number of candidate impact events
per week in 2009.
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Figure 5. DEBIE2: measured fluxes on the 3 DEBIE2
sensors per week in 2009.

impact it is possible that after the event its sensitivity has
been modified.
In addition, DEBIE2 will also record secondary ejecta
from impacts on other parts of EuTEF or the ISS. Fluxes
of ejecta can easily exceed those from direct hits if the
sensor is located on complex structures.
A detailed comparison of the data acquired by SODAD
[5], another experiment for the detection of microme-
teroids and debris which flown together with DEBIE2
on EuTEF, might help understanding better the measure-
ments and will be performed in the future.

4. RETRIEVAL AND POST-FLIGHT ANALYSIS

The retrieval of EuTEF/DEBIE2 was performed during
the STS-128 mission with a spacewalk on 2nd Septem-
ber 2009. EuTEF was then returned to Earth aboard of
the Discovery shuttle and shipped to the premises of the

prime contractor Carlo Gavazzi Space. Already during
the first inspection at NASA-KSC, it was found that one
wire of the upper grid on SU2 (the sensor unit pointing to
the Zenith) had been cut in two pieces. From the pictures
taken by the astronauts performing the retrieval space-
walk, it is confimred that the damage has happened while
in space, by an impacting particle.
DEBIE2 was then returned to ESA/ESTEC for the post-
flight analysis. It was checked that besides the broken
wire, DEBIE2 DPU and the 3 senors units were still fully
functional.
Afterwards, the analysis has been then focused on the
sensor with the broken wire. Since the impacted wire
has a diameter of 75 um, one can derive that the im-
pactor should have had a minimum size of 25 um and a
maximum size of about 50 um, otherwise it should have
caused larger impact damage on the foil.
A simple test with transmitted light for the back side of
the Aluminum foil has shown humdreds of holes in the
area beneath the broken wire, indicating that the particle
was completely fragmented during the impact.
Another interesting feature visible from the optical scan-
ning is the presence of a shadow created by a couple of
wires close to the impact location. Part of the wires in
the vicinity acted as shielding for the secondary ejected
fragments as shown in Fig. 8.
More detailed analysis has been performed with the SEM
and EDX equipment are still on-going. An example of
an EDX spectrum taken from a crater rim is shown in
Fig.9. It is hoped that these EDX spectra, which reveal
the chemical composition of impact residues, will allow
to characterize the impactor and determines whether it
was a natural meteoroid or man-made debris particle.

Figure 6. DEBIE2 Zenith sensor with a broken wire in
the upper grid.

5. CONCLUSIONS

DEBIE2 has been flying outside of ISS for about 18
months. The in-flight data have been analysed and noise
events filtered, leaving out 0.07% of the original data
sample. The measured fluxes are significantly higher than
the values predicted by the models. This discrepancy will




